Sheds
Summerhouses
Playhouses &
Bespoke

GREAT CHOICE, VALUE, QUALITY & SERVICE
UK GARDEN BUILDINGS
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OUR
STORY

UK Garden Buildings is a family-run business that specialises in manufacturing, delivering, and installing the
highest quality handmade timber garden buildings. We take pride in offering our customers the finest quality
garden buildings at an affordable price, whilst not compromising on service or choice. We are proud to
acknowledge that much of our trade is built around our reputation.
As all our buildings are manufactured in-house, you are not limited to the sizes or styles you see in this
brochure. Each garden building is handmade by our skilled craftsmen; so bespoke buildings can be produced in
line with your own specifications.
In addition, we have an excellent logistics system in place so we can deliver directly to you. We have a network of agents

BESPOKE
DESIGN

across the country, who are experts in assisting with your orders. Our experienced sales team will be able to work with you
to create your perfect building.
More information visit www.ukgardenbuildings.co.uk
*Installation is an optional extra for the popular collection
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Popular Collection.
*Please note installation is an optional extra in the popular collection.

Popular Pent.

Popular Pent 8' x 6' Factory Painted Asparagus Spear

Our Popular collection is designed as either an apex or pent
model. We have limited sizes and styles in the collection as it is
intended for basic storage requirements. The door and window
options will vary according to the size/door position.
Press Lock

Standard right hand hinged

Available in 5 Sizes

Popular Apex.

Popular Apex 6' x 4' Factory Painted Asparagus Spear

Most sheds are positioned in a visible spot in gardens, so how your shed looks is an
important point to consider. The Popular Cabin is an all-around garden building
with the look of a summerhouse and the storage capacity of a garden shed. This
building features winged side, a 2’6 door and two windows in the front of the
building as standard.

Popular Cabin 8' x 6' Factory Painted Chase Green
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Popular Cabin.

Popular Hobby 8' x 6' Factory Painted Owl

The Popular Hobby is an appealing garden building that has 2 windows on the

Popular Hobby.

front, a 2’6 door, and one window on each side. An attractive storage building
which is available in 3 different sizes. While a garden shed can improve your
garden operations by providing a common place for storage, It can also help uplift
the appearance of your garden by reducing clutter.
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Supreme Apex 8' x 6'- Factory Painted Pebble And White

Supreme Pent 10'x 6' - Factory Painted Shale Grey (optional uprgade EPDM roof)

Supreme Collection.

More Selection Of Optional Extras

The Supreme collection is by far our best-selling collection. This collection has thicker framing,

Drip Strip & Pull Handle

12mm tongue & groove boards and extra height at the eaves in comparison to the popular

Bespoke Sizes Available

collection. The diagonal supports and extra framing increases the sturdiness of this collection.

Fully Framed Door

Customers can customise this building with a selection of optional extras..

Installation Included
Extra Height At The Eaves

Thicker & Extra Diagonal Framing

Supreme
Apex.
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Supreme Apex 8'x6' -Factory Painted Silver Sixpence

Our traditional Supreme apex is often known as the
“classic” or “traditional” style shed. The Supreme
apex is fitted with a thicker framing in comparison
to the popular collection. If you are looking at
storing larger items such as tall objects we strongly
recommend an apex as they have superior head
height and provide a practical solution. We offer an
array of optional extras to make the garden shed
personal to you. Our Supreme apex can also be
Supreme Apex 8’x 6’- Tanalised

Supreme Apex 16’x 8’- Factory Treated

manufactured in a wide range of sizes.
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Supreme Pent.

Supreme Pent 10’x 8’- Tanalised

DOOR POSITIONS FOR PENT BUILDINGS

Supreme Pent 12’x 8’-Factory Painted Pebble

All 10 door positions are available on the supreme, security, heavy-duty and ryton buildings

Our Supreme pent shed is multi-functional and is available with a choice of 10
different door positions. The highly practical Supreme pent shed offers superb
quality with a contemporary styled roof due to the sleek roof lines. Pent garden
buildings are becoming increasingly popular due to practical design. The slightly
angled roof on a pent shed allows rainwater to flow freely from the shed; which
makes the shed durable. We recommend our supreme pent as the attractive
alternative for gardens with restricted height as it has a uniquely compact
Delivery charges may apply. Please check with local agent.

appearance.
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Supreme
Cabin.
Supreme Cabin 6’x 8’- Factory Painted Pebble And White (optional upgrade 4ft verandah)

The Cabin is an attractive storage
building, featuring 2 sets of two
joinery-made windows (one in
each set opens). A 1' roof
overhang and a keylock completes
the look of this versatile building.
The door is available either on the
left or the right.
Supreme Cabin 6’x 8’- Factory Treated

Supreme Cabin 6’x 8’- Factory Painted Deep Sea Blue
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Supreme
Hobby.

Supreme Hobby 6’x 8’- Factory Treated

The Supreme Hobby is an attractive, multi-functional garden
building with antique-style hinges, door pull and key lock as
standard. The building features a 1' roof overhang - the addition of
a 2'6" or 4' veranda is an extremely popular upgrade. Aesthetics
doesn’t just fall to paint colours, there are various optional upgrades
Supreme Hobby 6’x 8’- Factory Painted Urban Field (optional upgrade tiled roof & leaded windows)

to choose from (window styles or roofing materials)
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Security Pent 10’x 8’- Tanalised

Security Apex 8’x 6’- Factory Painted Thunderstorm

Security
Shed.

Our security buildings are more secure versions of the supreme collection. This garden building is ideal for storing
high-value items such as motorbikes, tools or machinery. The windows are shallower and the fittings are stronger
than our standard supreme collection thus, reducing the chance of unauthorized access.
Security Window (toughened glass)

Additional Framing

Security Bolted Hinges

Padlock Protector
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Extra-High
Apex.
The Extra high apex has the classic apex roof design
and provides extra eaves height, allowing further room
for storage. In addition, the taller eaves allow for a fullheight 3'ft door in all door positions. Optional upgrades
include double doors, opening windows, leaded glass or
cedar roof. The extra high apex is not only practical but
an appealingly garden building too!
Extra High Apex 10’x 6’- Factory Painted Silver Sixpence (optional upgrade cedar slat roof)

DOOR POSITION FOR
ALL APEX BUILDINGS
*Not applicable on all apex buildings
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Suntrap 10’x 7’- Factory Treated

Suntrap 10’x 6'- Factory Painted Urban Field

Suntrap.
Our Suntrap can be an excellent alternative to a
traditional greenhouse; as it allows plenty of
natural light and offers more stability than a
usual greenhouse. The Suntrap building
features a stable door, staging to both sides,
toughened glass, and an opening window.
We have a variety of optional upgrades such as
factory painted or tanalised finish. Transform
your gardening routine with our suntrap garden
building.
Suntrap Trap 10' x 8’- Tanalised
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Suntrap Combination 12' x 8’- Factory Treated

Suntrap
Combination.
The Combination Suntrap offers all the much-loved features of
the Suntrap with the added benefit of a 4' storage area at the
rear. Internal door access to the rear storage area can be highly
beneficial for storing all essential gardening equipment.
If you want a building that gives great potting and planting
space, along with extra storage for much-needed items, the
Suntrap Combination 12' x 6’- Tanalised

Combination Suntrap is ideal!
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Potting
Shed.
Sometimes referred to as gardeners shed,
Our potting shed is specifically designed for
keen gardeners; often used for germinating
seedlings and cultivating young
plants/vegetables.
Potting Shed 10' x 6’- Factory Painted Pebble

Potting Shed 7' x 5’- Factory Painted Seaside Blue

The Supreme potting shed allows the
maximum amount of sunlight and provides
TEXT

a practical solution for your gardening
needs. This shed is fitted with toughened
glass, an opening window, a stable door,
and a full-length internal shelf.
The Potting shed gives you a stylish way to
bring extra storage to your garden as well
as an ideal place for growing potted plants
all year round.

Potting Shed 8' x 6’- Factory Treated

Potting Shed - Internal View

Handy
Store.
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Garden tool storage units are essential for any garden.
Keep your valuable gardening equipment safe, dry, and
secure with our Handy Store. This shed features 4’
double doors on the front of the shed and 3 heavy-duty
shelves inside. On the end is a useful store for the taller
items so you can easily organise and store things for easy
Handy Store 6' x 4'- Factory Painted Thunderstorm

access.

Storage
Solution.
Our Storage solution is the perfect choice if you are looking
to make the optimum use of limited space. The building
features a pent-styled roof with a door on both ends of the
buildings. Our side storage shed will provide vital storage
space in even the tiniest of gardens. Ideal storage solution
for everything from organising your gardening tools to
Storage Solution 12' x 3' - Factory Treated

Storage Solution 8' x 3' - Customer Painted

keeping your wellies dry.

Tool Store.
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The Tool Store is a compact shed with a single 30” inch
door on the front. The building is ideal for small garden
tools. You can also customise this shed by choosing
either a pent or apex-styled roof. A small tool store that
is big on quality and offers excellent value for its
superior build. Our Tool Store is perfect for more
modest gardens, providing enough storage for
gardening tools without dominating outdoor spaces.

Tool Store Pent 5' x 3' - Factory Painted Thunderstorm

Tool Tidy.
The Tool Tidy is a little different from our standard
tool storage. This shed is fitted with 4ft double doors
in the front as standard. Tool Tidy is an excellent and
aesthetically pleasing product providing ideal storage
space. Double doors provide easier access to the shed
contents and allow you to store larger gardening
equipment. You can choose to have an apex or pentstyle roof.
Tool Tidy Apex 6' x 2'6 - Factory Treated
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Heavy
Duty.
Internal View

Heavy Duty Apex 16' x 12' - Tanalised (optional upgrade 6ft double doors)

Heavy Duty Apex 14' x 10' Factory Painted Thunderstorm
(optional upgrade extra window & tiled roof)

The Heavy-Duty is a substantial building that is manufactured with 2 x 2 inch framing. In addition, all the windows are joinery made and include an
opening window as standard. The heavy-duty shed is fitted with a heavy-duty fully framed door, 3 lever lock and a handle. You can also customise this
building by choosing a different roof style (apex or pent). Unleash the DIYer in you and turn your garden shed into a heavy-duty workshop. Put up a
sturdy table and place racks for your tools to work on your projects without disturbing your family. This building is also available as a garage model
which features a 7ft double door and no floor as standard.

Heavy
Duty.
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Heavy Duty Apex 12' x 8' - Factory Treated

Heavy Duty Pent 10' x 8' - Factory Painted Silver Sixpence

Heavy Duty Pent 24' x 8' - Factory Treated (optional upgrade 4ft double doors)

Internal View
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Ryton 12' x 8' - Customer Painted (optional upgrade tiled roof)

Ryton 12' x 10' - Factory Painted Atlantic Surf And White (optional upgrade 5ft double doors)

Ryton.

Our extremely impressive Ryton is the most
robust and durable building we
manufacture. The Ryton is even sturdier
than the heavy-duty and we have a wide
number of features to heighten the level of
strength and security. Available in both pent
and apex roof style, 3 x 2 inch framing,
heavy-duty floor, premium felt, heavy-duty
cladding, and significant crank hinges.
Ryton 12' x 8' - Factory Painted Asparagus (optional upgrade cedar slat roof)
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Bespoke
Specials.

We build quality garden buildings including bespoke or custom-made designs. All of our garden buildings are built
to last, we use high-quality materials for solid structures. With our services you are not restricted to the wide
selection of models we offer. We provide you with the means to make no compromises regarding the bespoke
options. Whether you’re wanting a shed for storage, to work in or as a relaxing space, you can be sure all of our
products are premium made, of quality materials and will look fantastic.
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Bespoke
Specials.
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Denby.

The Denby is a modern pent-styled summerhouse that allows maximum light for an open, airy feel. A contemporary and
fashionable addition to your outdoor space which has been exquisitely crafted using the highest quality timber. Our
Denby summerhouse is our best seller and makes it the perfect summerhouse for relaxing with your family and friends.
This building has galvanised ironmongery, a three-lever lock as standard. Our variety of optional extras give you the
ability to tailor your summerhouse to your own style.

Denby 10' x 8' - Factory Painted Urban Field

Denby 10' x 8' - Factory Painted Mink Sheen And Black

Denby 14' x 8' - Factory Painted Deep Sea Blue And White

The Denby combination is a multifunctional summerhouse. Imagine having additional
storage attached to your summerhouse, especially if you have limited space. Just add a
partition to the Denby summerhouse and turn it into a combination garden building.
Whether it be extra storage for the winter months, a cosy cinema room, or a hot spot for
summer parties & BBQs, our Denby combination is a perfect addition to any garden.

Denby Combination 16' x 10' - Factory Painted Silver Sixpence

Denby Combination 10' x 10' - Factory Treated

Regent 5' x 7' - Factory Treated (optional uprgade 2ft Verandah)

Regent 5' x 7' - Factory Painted Deep Sea Blue And White(optional uprgade 2ft Verandah)

Regent.

Regent 5' x 7' - Painted Factory White And Thunderstorm (optional uprgade 4ft Verandah)

Our classic Regent summerhouse features arch-top windows and doors. In addition antique-styled ironmongery, 3
lever lock, and 2 x 1

inch framing. You can customise this summerhouse by adding a veranda or other optional

extras. The Regent summerhouse is an attractive garden building and will transform any garden into a beautiful
outdoor living space.

Popular
Summerhouse.

The Popular summerhouse is our budget summerhouse which will suit most
gardens. The building is available in 6 different sizes, joinery-made windows
and doors with galvanised hinges as standard. This versatile summerhouse has
multiple uses at an affordable price. Our Popular Summerhouse will always
enable you to create a relaxing backyard escape.

Popular Summerhouse 5'x 7' - Factory Painted Kali And White
(optional upgrade antique styled hinges)

Popular Summerhouse 6'x 8' - Factory Painted Leafy Herb And White (optional upgrade 2ft verandah )

Popular Summerhouse 8'x 6' - Factory Treated (optional upgrade 2ft verandah)
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Doveridge 8'x 10' - Factory Painted Urban Field And White
(optional upgrade tiled roof)

Doveridge 8'x 10' - Factory Painted Urban
Field (optional upgrade 4ft verandah)

Doveridge.
The Doveridge summerhouse is fitted with two top
opening windows in the front and one window on the
side of the summerhouse. It’s’ a traditional summerhouse
with antique-styled hinges and full-length double doors.
Our classic Doveridge can elevate the look of any garden
and make it truly luxurious. You can add various optional
extras such as a veranda, leaded windows, or tiled roof
to make a personal statement.

Doveridge 8'x 6' - Factory Painted Seaside Blue And White

Doveridge 8'x 10' - Factory Painted Shadow And White

Weston.

If you are looking for a modern apex-styled summerhouse then our
Weston might appeal to you. The Weston summerhouse is fitted
with an apex roof and features fully glazed windows and double
doors as standard. The Weston can be manufacture in several sizes
and you can alter the configuration depending on the size. Our
Weston summerhouse can help you create a space in your garden
where you can go and truly unwind.
Weston 10'x 14' - Factory Painted Silver Sixpence (optional upgrade extra tiled roof)

Weston 8'x 10' - Factory Treated

Weston 8'x 8' - Factory Painted Asparagus Spear (optional upgrade cedar slat roof)
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Summerhouse 8' x 12' - Factory Painted Leafy Herb And White

Summerhouse.

Summerhouse 6' x 8' - Customer Painted (optional upgrade 2'6 ft verandah)

Imagine being able to enjoy a bit of quality time in your garden. A perfect place to
sunbath, read, or maybe throw a bbq party The Summerhouse is a traditional
garden building featuring Georgian windows and 4ft double doors which gives the
summerhouse a timeless look. The summerhouse can give a brighter aura and provide
a wow factor to any garden. A splash of colour from our wide array of colour choices
can incorporate an instant charm to your garden.
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Haywood.
Everyone can create a garden with a nice lawn and a few
flowerbeds, but it takes something extra to transform
the space to the next level. Our Haywood summerhouse
is installed with a bay window to create an eye-catching
look.

You have the option to upgrade this garden

building with angled side wings to create a statement.
Investing in a beautiful summerhouse can provide you
with an additional living space and can be used as an
entertainment center.

Haywood 10' x 10' - Factory Treated (optional upgrade side wings)

Haywood 8' x 10' - Tanalised (optional upgrade additional side windows & side wings)
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Blithbury.

Bilthbury 6' x 10' - Factory Painted Atlantic Surf And White (optional upgrade 2'6 ft verandah and tiled roof)
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Bilthbury 16' x 12' - Factory Painted Silver Sixpence And White (optional upgrade 2'6 ft verandah)
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Corner
Summerhouses

Rangemore 7' x 7' - Factory Painted Pebble And White
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Colton 8' x 8' - Factory Painted Altantic Surf
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Corner
Summerhouses

Coniston 8' x 8' - Factory Painted Pebble And White

Coniston 7' x 7' - Factory Painted Silver Sixpence

Coniston 8' x 8' - Factory Painted White

Lichfield.
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The Lichfield is a delightful summerhouse designed to look stylish
and make an impression. The octagonal shape and large windows
allow you to see your surroundings from different viewpoints, and
the building is topped off with Georgian-style windows, stylishly
finished with antique hinges.
The interior affords for a very sociable circular seating
arrangement, perfect for dining with friends or creating a relaxing
space in your garden, all finished to our very high standards. This
design really does provide a touch of elegance, and guaranteed to
Lichfield 8' x 6' - Factory Painted White And Thunderstorm
(optional upgrade tiled roof)

Lichfield 8' x 8' - Factory Painted Silver Sixpence
(optional full height windows & tiled roof)

Lichfield 8' x 8' - Factory Painted Silver Six
Pence (optional upgrade cedar slatted roof)

Lichfield 8' x 8' - Factory Dip Treated

last, it will remain the focal point of your garden for years to come.

Internal View

Bromley.

Bromley 6' x 6' - Factory Treated
(optional upgrade leaded windows)

The Bromley is very similar to the Lichfield summerhouse, however, it's designed for tight and small
spaces. The Bromley summerhouse is fitted with arch-top windows and a joinery-made door. The
beautifully designed Bromely can create an elegant focal point or feature in your garden.

Bromley 6' x 6' - Customer Painted
(optional upgrade cedar slatted roof)

Bromley 6' x 6' - Factory Painted Urban Field
(optional upgrade leaded windows and tiled roof)

Bromley 6' x 6' -Factory Painted Pebble
(optional upgrade leaded windows and tiled roof)
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Playhouses.

Children are spending less and less time outdoors

and it’’s having an

impact on their development, well-being, and mental health. Parents are
trying to encourage children to spend more time outside. A Playhouse
provokes the imagination, it can become a fortress, a caf , a shop, a log
cabin, or a rebel base. A playhouse is a flexible thing that children’’s
imaginations can mold to whatever purpose they want.
Playhouses are a great way for children to have fun, stay fit, explore the
world and stimulate their imagination. Whether it’’s small or large, a
playhouse can become a big part of childhood, where the whole family can
gain magical memories.

Toybox Palace 8' x 10' including 2ft verandah - Factory Painted Seaside Blue And White
(optional upgrade tiled roof)

Pinelodge 7' x7' including 2ft verandah - Factory Treated (optional upgrade tiled roof)

Playhouse 6'x 6' including 2ft verandah Factory Painted Leafy Herb And White
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Please note: The colour chart shown below is just an indication of the colours in our palette. Any images displayed in our brochure are not an exact replication
of the colour due to picture pixelation. Therefore, we advise that you visit your local agent. Alternatively; we are happy to send out colour samples.

ASPARAGUS

MINK SHEEN

ALTANTIC SURF

OWL

BLACK

CHASE GREEN

WHITE

DEEP BLUE SEA

FRESH CREAM

KALI

LEAFY HERB

PEBBLE

SEASIDE BLUE

SHADOW

SHALE GREY

SILVER SIXPENCE

THUNDERSTORM

URBAN FIELD

UK Garden Buildings
Unit N, Beacon Business Park
Weston Road
Stafford ST18 0WL
01889 582000

